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Autotrack Professional Scan to Print and Click to Print label printing 

software  

Introduction 
Scan to Print or Click to Print solution for Small and Medium Industry (SMI) and Small and Medium 

Enterprise (SME) production is the most popular wanted solution for everyone in the production floor. 

Without heavy investment in the label production, Autotrack is knowing that and we design for you the 

most affordable “Label click, print and record” solution in a split of second when you try to generate 

your product label. Customer always seek back for your quality issue and you need to be able to answer 

them in a split of second of what is happening in your production line. In case of Recall of the product, 

you should be able to achieve it within your faster ability of time.    

How Autotrack Professional Scan to Print or Click to Print work? 
Autotrack professional is running at your production PC, we suggest a touch screen computer to be 

located for your label printing. Once the product finish product by your factory worker, the worker just 

need to touch gently on the screen or press a key on your keyboard or scan a barcode on his badge ID. A 

product label with printed label and 2D barcode will be produce immediately for your sticking to the 

product. At the same time, Autotrack will automatically record down the label information for your 

future reference purposes. Autotrack have been widely used by most of the Small and Medium Industry 

(SMI) and Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) in Malaysia and Singapore as one of their most cost 

effective solution in label printing. Forget about your conventional label printing whereby get no records 

for you and your organization.  

Give us a call now for this easy and affordable solution, believe what we can offer to you as Small and 

Medium Industry in Malaysia and Singapore.  

Feature 
 Affordable solution for SMI and SME  

 One Step with multi-purpose 

 Scan or Touch to print 

 Multi User environment 

 Ideal for quality control department 

 Complete solution for production department 

 Design on the spot new label  

 Able to link to your existing laser or 

inject printer. 

 Internet ready for any place data 

mining 

 


